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Evolution and speciation 
on holey adaptive landscapes 

Sergey Gavrllets 

S 
impleverbal and mathemati- 
cal models have proved to 
be tndlspeosable in identily- 
ing and understanding gee. 

erai rxooerties of comolex ohe 
nomena in physics, biology ‘and 
economics. A common minimal 
model for discussing biological 
evolution and speclatton considers 
an individual as a set of genes that 
has some probability of surviving 
to reproductive a&. AII individuaJ’s 
genes and the probability of sur- 
vivafare refened toas its eenotvoe 
and litness, respectively. ‘?heset’of 
ail possiblegenotypes is referred to 
as genotype spa@& The relatiun- 
shiD between c~cnotvoe and lltness 
ismeal them&tir&tant factors 
in determlning the evolutionary 
dynamics of populations. This rein 
tiooship can be visualized using 
the metaphor of ‘adaptive land- 
scape~“. of which two versions 
exist2. In the ftrst interpretation. 
which is much more common but 
sometimes mtstexling. an adaptive 
iandscaoe is a surface in a muiti- 
dimensi&l space that represents 
the mean fitness of the population 
as a fuoction of fwnete (or aliele~ 
frequencies. A $puiati& is rep& 
sented as a point on the surface. 
This interpretation is a derivative 
of a much more fundamental COD 
struction in that the adaotive land- 
scapc represents indivtduai fitness 
as a function defined on the gene 
type space. As defined above, the 
genotypespaceis discrete and.thus, theadapttve landscape 
is asetof points. But forvtsualization purfmsesit is morecort 
ventent to represent the genotype space as contimmus and 
the adaptive landscape as a continuous surface in a mui& 
dimensional soace. An individual is reoresented as a ooint 
on thissur&andapopulation isrep&nted asacldud of 
points. Here I will use the latter interpretation of adaptive 
landscapes. 

An important feature of adaptive landscapes is that the 
dimension, d. 01 the muitidlmenslooai space where an adapt- 
ive landscape is defined is enormous. For example, with 
ndiaiielic loci, d-n + I (i.e. thedimension bar theorderafthe 
number of loci). Weiive in athree-dfmensional world. There 
fore it is quite natural that threediknensional images such as 
mountains come to mind when one attempts to imagtne a 
muftidimeosional surface. Ail mountain massifs are rugged. 
The outstanding parts ofanymassifare itspeaks and valleys: 
‘ridges’ are less common. A path at the same level will lead 
aroundanearbyfxakand hackto thestarttngpoint.and the 

only way to a distant loafion is 
acrosS valleys. Not surpramgly, it 
is ‘rugged’ adapt% landscapes’ 
with adaptive peaks of different 
height and adaptive valleys oi dif- 
ferent depth that have received 
most attention within the frame- 
work of adaptive landscapes (see 
Fig. I). Adaptive peaks are inter- 
preted as different species. adap 
tive valleys between them are 
interpreted as unfit hybrids]. and 
adaptiveevolution iscanrlderedas 
local ‘hill climbtt’~. 

However, the metaphor oi 
‘ragged landscape’. with its emphb 
sis on local peak% has problems 
and several of ttc assumptions and 
implications can be questionedSB. 
For instance. do different species 
have different fitowes? Are small 
differences in fitness important in 
speciation? Are local peaks attain- 
able gtven mutation. recomb; 
nation end finite population size? 
Does formation of a new specks 
always imply n (temporary) reduc- 
tion in fttness? ft does not Imk as if 
there are compelling reasoos for a 
positive answer to any of these 
questions. Ffnally. accepttog the 
metaphor of rugged adaptive land- 
scapes immediately iads to a fun- 
damental problem reafiied already 
hyWr&hthtwell: howcanafmpw 
lation evolve from one local peak 
to another across an adaptive v& 
ley when selection opposes any 
changes away Iron the current 

adaptive peak? To solve this problem Wright9 proposed a 
(verbal) shifting-babmcetheoly.. Recent formal analyse@Jaf 
dillerent versions of the shifting-balance theory have led to 
the conciuslon that dthougb the mechanisms underlying thii 
theotv can. in orinciole. work_ the conditions are verv strict. 
Anotiier pwsi6ility h &c&g a local adaptive FC& is pre 
dded by founder-elfezt speciatfoo. but the generaliry of this 
scenario remains contmierslal~.~~-~? 

Thepoint hereistbatthemetaphorof ‘ruggedlandscape 
is questionable aad might even be misleading. Recently a new 
metaphor of ‘h&y adaptive landscapes’ has been put for- 
ward inseveral independent studiesasaplausibledtemative 
to the conventional view of ‘rugged adaptive landscapes’. 
Thismetaphor, which can betraced toahvo-loas two-allele 
model proposed by Dobzhanslty” (see Box I). puts special 
emphasis on ‘rtdges’ of well-fit genotypes that extend 
throughout the genotype space. My aim here is to describe 
thisnewemergtngapproach to the modelingof evoluttonand 
speciation. 
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Box 1. Dobzbasky’s model 

To train our intuition about the iarge-scale prop&en of 
ada”tive landscaws let us start with d simol!!icd model’. Let 
us consider adapiive landscapes arIsIng II &,~,type lltness~ 
aregenerated randomlyand lndepe”de”tlyaod areonlyeqoal 
to zero (inviable genotype) or one (viable genotype) wilh 
probabilltiew%“d I-P,r~pectively.1\I1appropriateIm~geol 
resulting ‘h&y’ adaptive landscapes is a multidimensional 
flat surface with many holes (see Fig. 2). 

This model is based a” three assumptions. The lirst as- 
sumption is that fitnesses nre generated randomly. Random 
assignment al Atnesses is often used to get ideas about some 
‘general’ properties 01 populatio” genetia modeWJ~a.nd isa 
standard method for generattng multIdImensional fitness 
landscapes’. Given the cwent level of iofonnatio” about the 
genetic basis of adaptation? this is a legitimate method for 
study@ multllocus models. The second assumptkm Is that 
fitnessesareg~erutcdindependentlyand, thus,theresulting 
Iaodscape Is ‘uncorrelated’. This assumption, which implies 
that eve” a single subst!tutlo” results I” a” lndepfndent fit- 
ness value. is probably more difficult to justify biologically. It 
llmlts the set ol eenes IncorDorated Into the model to those 
that are ‘crucial< Generalizing the approach to ‘correlated 
Iandscqxz is one of the most important directions for future 
work. The linal assumption that litnesses can take only two 
values-zeroand one-mayseem bizarre. However, themodel 
isintendedforanalyzing large-scale properties01 litneasland- 
scapes and genotype space. On a larger scale It may “at be 
appropriatetoassumethatdifferent species havediierent fit- 
ness. What is k”ow” is that there are some ‘gwd’ combi- 
nations of genes representing fit individuals and ‘bad’ combi- 
nations of genes representlng unlit individuals (e.g. hybrids 
Setreen different rpecies). Moreover. random genetic ddft, 
whlchis Increasingiyimportant in multil~ossystems’?~~,~U 
decrease the effect of M”ess differences. Thus, the third 
assumption Is appltcable to much more general settings than 
it might initially appear. The pmbablliiPcao be interpreted 
asthe probabilityof gettiiaviable genotypeaftercombiiing 
9e”esmndondy.Accordiiv. Pwilfbecansidered tobesmafl. 
The number Oilocl, n, will-J&% 

Themain theoretical prediction of the model 1s tbatvtable 
genotypes form ‘clusters’ in the genotype space. Members of 
a cluster can be connected by a chain of viable sin&gene 
SulWitotions. Prowrties of these clusters. which are lolown 
as connected cotipanents, can be identilied using methods 
from percolation theay (see Box 2). In general, there we two 
qualitatively different regimes: subcrttlcal. which takes place 
when PsP,, and supercritica.f. which ties place when Pa PC 
The critical value P,, which Is know” as the ‘percolation 
threshold’, depends on model details. h the case of diploid 
genotvpa that differ lnalarge number, n, of loci with kalkles 
each, P,=l/Z[Zn(k-I)]. At the bounday of two regimes. all 
propertIesof adaptivelandscapesundergodramaticchanges, 
a physical ana&y of which is a phase transition. In the sub 
critical regime there are many small components, whereas In 
the supercritical regime there is a single ‘giant’ component 
that includesasignificant partofalltiablegenotypesand’per- 
colates’ duoogh the whole genotrpe spaee’,l=1. In the sub 
critical regbne, typical members of a component can be co”- 
netted by a single sequence of viable genotypes. Thus, there 
is a single possible ‘evolutionary path’. fn contrast, Ln the 
s”percdticalre~me.tic~m~~rsof thegkmt component 
areco~~t~bvmanyevolutionarypaths. 

Consider a genotype g, on the largest compo”ent. As we 
move along a chat” &so. gI. g,. ...I of viable genotypes away 
from &. where g, and g,_, differ in a single gene. after some i 
stepranyoffspri”~afgO andg,will ix Imriahle. f” otherwords, 
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swneror later genotypes g,and g, wdl happen to bc on opprr 
site sides of a’hale’ in the lima landscape. According to !he 
biologicalspecies conceptlJ.n, genoiypes 8, and$ can be c:~n- 
side& as reprwnting two d!iferent species. Figor? 3, whhh 
gives a lower bound on the probability of spec~at~on after] 
substitutions. shows that speciatian is w nwttzbk cons~ 
quence of genetic divergence on a holey adaptive landscape 
(cf. Ref. 23). 

Let u&w consider an overall number Sof mutually re 
productively isolated genotypes that can be put on the lag- 
est component of viable genotypes and an expected number 
S, of those witbin iviable substitutions from a member of the 
I&$%~! cornpan& say genotype&Scan be interpreted as 
the maximum possible number of species that there can be. 
S,characterfzesthe’density’ofdifferent species inaregionol 
genotypespacecenteredatgo. lnthesubcrttical regime.Shas 
ordernandS hasorderj. In thesupercriticalrrgime.Shas at 
least order nd and S, has at least arderjn. Thus. in the super- 
critical regime both the overall number of species and their 
‘density’ in the genotype space are at least n times htyher 
than in the subcritical r&me. Figure 4 illustrates the da 
pendence of the maxfrnum possik number of species on 
the probability of being viable P. Here the probability of 
b-ing viable has been identtcal for all genotypes. 5ee Refs 7 
and 23 for related results on models .wherePdepends on 
heterozygosity. 

The results lust &scribed allow one to bt additroual m 
formation about uncorrelated ruged land&apes that have 
been studied in a pioneering paper by Kadfman and Letin< 
and in subsequent publications stlmukted by that paper (see 
numerous papers on rugged landscapes at the Sante Fe Instf- 
tute electronic archive at http://w\rw.santale.edu/). These ftt- 
ne.9 landscapesariseifgeno~iclitness. UI. isareatlzatlon of 
a random variab!e having a uniform distribution ‘,etween 0 
and 1 (see Fig. 1). Let us assume that there is a rugged land- 
scape. Let us introduce two threshold values. w, and w, such 
that~-w,=P,andconstructaholeylandscapeinthatagen~ 
type has fttness 1 If Its fitness in the corresponding rugged 
landscape is between w, and w, (see Fig. 5). According to the 
results on holey landscapes if P is above the percolation 
threshold, there extsts a $a,,t component of genotypes with 
fftnesses behveen q and w,in thecorrespondingrugged land- 
scape.Thatmeansthattheru~edlandscape has’bands’with 
genotype fitnesses behveen w, and w? tlt6i cuotinuously 
extend througtvad the genow space. If one chooses w,= 1 
and=, = I-p,it followsthat rug&landscapes haveveryhigh 
‘lidges’(withgenotypefitnessesbetween 1 -Pand I) that eon- 
tinuously extend throughout tbe genotype space. In a similar 
way, if one chooses wz = Pand s,=O. it follws that rugged 
landscapes have very deep ‘gorges’ (with genotype fitnesses 
between 0 and 9 that also continuousb extend throughout 
thegenotypesp;lce. 

The existence of chains of well-fit genatyp~s that connect 
reproductively isolated genotypes was postulated in 
Dohzhansky-type mcdels (see Box 1). In contrast, the models 
just descrfbed show it to be inevitable under broad eondi- 
tfons. Given that hvo populations can be represented as two 
distinct cloudsolpointsonaholey~dscape. theexstenceof 
@iologtcal) species wifl be a simple consequence of the fact 
that not all possiblecombinations of genes areviable. 

Both S and S, values character& the potential for speci- 
atia”.Toonderstand how speciationcan happen, one should 
consider evolutionary dynamics on adaptive landscapes 

5 

In discussingevdutiononadaptive landscapes, it is usefu! 
to visualize an mdividual as a paint in the genotmme space. 
Accordingly, a population will be a cloud ol points, and diier- 
ent populations (or species) will be represented hy ddferent 
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clouds Sekction. mutation. recombination, random drift and 
other factors chanse both the location and the structure of 
these clouds. Tbesimplat and most probable (within the 
present framework) scenario oi biological evolution on boky 
landscapes is that it startswttha(set of) genotype(s) from the 
largest component and proceeds along this component by 
mutationandgenetlcdrlR.fnthisscenario,thereisnoneedto 
cross any ‘adaptive valkys’; reproductive isolation between 
p-opulatlons evolves as an inevitable side effect of accumulat- 
ing different mutations. 

Consider a population on a ruged adaptive landscape. A 
finite population subject to mutationis likelytobefoundona 

6 Subcntical regime Supercritical regime 
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litness level determined by mutation-selection-random drift 
balance. Genotypes with fitnesses close to this level form a 
corresponding giant component (see Fig. 5). The population 
is wevented by selection from ‘sll~~lnd off the &mt comow 
ne% to genotypes with lower St&ss and by mutation (and 
recombination) from ‘climblne’ to eenotvws with higher fit- 
ness. A pop&ion that has ;e&ed tii giant component 
should be kept on it and further evolution should proceed in 
aqua&-neutral fashion according to the properties cd the cor- 
responding boky landscape. According to this scenaio. 
microevolutlon and local adaptation can be viewed as the 
climbing al the population towards the holey landscape, 
whereas macroevolution and speclatlon can he viewed as a 
mw,?ment of the population along the h&y landscape. 

In a system with many loci, standard population genetics 
annalyses in terms of gamete frequencies are impossible. For 
Instance. with 10 dialklic loci there ax 210 different gametes. 
Thus. one would need to analyze more than IOU0 coupled 
ewations. Another comnlicatton follows lrom the fact that. 
e&n In very large populaiions with hundreds of thousands oi 
inditiduals, each specilic genotype is represented only by a 
small number (rrrabahlv iust one or zero) of cot&s. Thus. 

deterministic m‘ethods ihit neglect random geneilc drift are 
very difficult to justify in multilocus evolution. Fortunately, 
other approaches, mainly developed in physics, can be wed 
for studying the dynamics of multilocus systems. 

Evolution of asexual populations on hoky adaptive 
landscaces 

Let there be n diallelic loci. Evolution of an asexual haploid 
population via mutation and random drift can be modeled as 
random-walk diffusion on the vertices of a bypercube @lg. I 
In Ref. 1 present; hypercubes corresponding to n = 2,3,4 and 
5). Hoky adaptwe bmdsmpes can be incorporated In thts 
model by assuming that only a prop&ion. P, of vertices can 
be accessed Percolation theory tells us that If P,P,- l/n, 
there are maw comwnents of viable eenotvne but thev are 
all small(with~rderk dIllwent get&es). iithis case&sip 
niflcant ewluttonary change are possible 

In contrast. if P>P,, there extsts a @ant comoonent of 
accessible genotypes. ‘Quasi-neutral’ ev&tion on’this giant 
component has beenstudied~~? Afterasufliclentlylongtime. 
thepopulationisequaUylikelytobeatanyofthepaintsof the 
component. Numertcal simulations and analytical approxi- 
mations have shown that the populations diverge according 
to the stretched exponential law”,25. 

Evolution of sexual populations on hoky adaptive 
landscapes 

ln sexual populations. recombination and segregation 
introduceadditionaJ geneticl~d.Asaconsequencethepopu- 
lation is more likely to spend more time in regions of higher 
frequency of fit genoty@“J’. The rate of genetic divergence 
in this model has not been studied yet. 

Evolution of asemal populations in the vicinity of a 
fitness peak 

As was argued above, macroevolution and spectattan on a 
rugged landscape should proceed according to properties of 
the corresponding h&y landscape. A study= of interactions 
of selection, mutation and drift illustrates this claim. Wood- 
cock and Htg@ have considered a multiplicative fitness 
model that implies the existence of a single adaptive peak 
Using a camblnatlon of analytical approxbnations and numeri- 
caMtnukdions, they have shown thatafterreachingastate of 
mutation-seler~lon-drinequlllbllum thepoputatfonwanders 
through a band of genotyp+zs at a certain distance below the 
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peek. In a rugged landscape with many local peaks. bands of 
genotypes surrounding each local peak wll be connected in 
the conezponding giant component. The tMpulation is likely 
to remain within this component evolving in a quasi-neutrst 
fashion. 

The previous section demonstrated the plausibility al 
ridges of well-fit genotypes that extend through the genotype 
space. Models described in this section have shown tha+ 
;opulations readily diverge atoog these ndoes via mutation 
and random drift Founder event, can substantially increase 
the rate of evolution along the giant component”. Genetic 
divergence inevitably results in reproducwe isotation. No 
passing through adaptive valleys is necessary 

Testing the models 
Mathematical models describing the stmcture of and eve- 

lution on holev adaptive landscaoes make soecific as 
sumptions and &cific predictions about prop&ties of bit. 
logical populations. These theoretical assumptions and 
predictions can be tested against properties ol natural dnd 
Iabaratory populations, givtng a possibility of l&dying the 
models. Properties of natural and laboratory populations can 
be used for identifying h&y adaptive tandscspes whereas 
theoretical results on h&y adaptive landscapes may be use 
ful ininterpretingexperimentsanddata,and,probably, insug 
Besting new experiments. Box 3 summarizes existing experi- 
mental evidence for holeyadapttve Iaodscapes. 

Arttflcial hybridization experiments can be used to ro 
create a ridge of well-fit intermediate genotypes connecting 
two (sub) species (provided it e&s). Hybrid zonez provide 
information about natural hybridization ~periments. Some 
pmpertiesoftbebybrid zooeareindicativeafselection acting 
on populations. The properties of hybrid woes that are main- 
tained by a balance of migration and ‘holey’-type epistatic 
selectioncan becontrastedwtththosefowdwhenadaptive 
peaksareisolated”.U,,der th$ldndofeotstasis.whicheanbe 
klled ‘rugged’-m, any deviation from’& ‘coadapted’ mmbi- 
nation of genes results in a (significant) r :duction in fitness - 
thereareno conditionaltvneutral substitutions. 

Amajor differencebhtween thetwotypez of hybrid zones 
shoufdbe In thedistributionandfitnessesnf genotypesin the 
center of the hybrid zone. Let the fitness of F, hybrids be 
small, that is, reprcductivetsolation isstrong At’ruggecl-type 
hybrid zones besides the high fitness parentaJ fon IS one 
should observe mainly low-fitness F, hybrids. In contrast, at 
‘holey’-type hybrid zones besides the parental forms one 
should observe other high-fitness genotypes different from F, 
hybrids. At ‘ru,&ged’-zone hybrid zones one expects concor- 
dantcltnes tnneutralallelefrequenci~. Incontrast. at ‘holey’. 
type hybrid zones. cltnes in the frequencies of neutral genes 
Linked to selected loci are expected to be disjointed. 

A common null model in interpreting patterns of morpho- 
logicalchangesand speciationobserved in the fossil record is 
random diffusion in morphospace? An implicit assumption 
of this model is that a” possible directions for evolution are 
equalfy probable. An explicit assumption of the metaphor of 
holey adaptive landscape is that evolution proceeds mostly 
along’permissible’directions represente< byridgaofwel-fit 
genotypes. Random diffusion on a hypercubewtth holes rep 
resents an alternative model for macroevolutionary changes. 
Onecan use this model for generating theoretical predictions 
which can be contrasted with existing paleontological data. 

S’wdard approaches to the modeling of speciation have 
been deficient in several ways. Usually a small number (one 
orhvo)of laclorquantitative traitsareconsidered, whereas, 

genolype space extra-dImensional 
bypass 

in general. speciesarediiferent wtthrespect tomanylociand 
traits. Selection is assumed to be weak, whereas in natural 
populations hybrids are usually not produced at all or have 
strongly reduced litoess which implies that selection is very 
strong. Population size is considered to be very large. 
whereas in oature genetic drift should be ubiquitous. Only a 
very iimited number of selection regimes mostly reflecting 
the dominant paradigm of ‘wgged adaptive landscapes’ have 
been studied, whereas the form of selection is largely 
unknown and the utility and generality of the metaphor of 
‘rugged adaptive landscapes’ is questionable. 

_ 
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The approach described here allows IIS :a rdnx FOI”~ id 
these limitations. Theoretical studies of evolution on hoky 
adaptive Lmdscapes may be crucial both lor our understand- 
ing at micra and macrwvotution Jnd lor directing expert- 
mental work By explicitly considering many loci. llnlte popu- 
lations, and strong x?lection. these studies would extend 
earlier work to more realistic situations. The framework 
described here, using methods of population genetics lor ana- 
lyzing speciation. is a step towards bridgfng the gap between 
microevolutionary uld macmevalutlonwy modeling. At the 
sane time. rcmcentratlng on ‘quasl-neutral‘ or ‘conditionally 
neutral‘ genetic cha”ges as the basis of spectation, this frame 
wwk is (t step towards bddgfng the gap between neutralist 
and adaptatfonist approaches. Considering genetic diver- 
genceand reproductiveisolationsimultaneously. theoretical 
models may clarify the meaning of species and the relatton- 
ships between different spectes concepts”‘. H&y adapttve 
landscapes may be important in micraevolution as well, lor 
they can be ‘used’ by a population to escape a low-fitness 
local maxfmum3:. Thus, understanding evolution an h&y 
adaptive landscapes may increass our understanding of local 
adaptation and microevolution. 

Obvfouslv. the aunroach ts “at free of limitations and 
some holes& besbb~intheargument presented. Amongthe 
most slgnffatt are that it Includes no ecologtcal factors, COD- 


